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Shrink – It’s Hurting Your Business

Back in 2008, Anna Ball, CEO of Ball Horticultural Company, said: "The number
one way we can make our industry more sustainable is to reduce the shrink."
At A.M.A., we were saying: “Think of all the resources and money wasted each
time a plant or seed/cutting is thrown out in each part of the supply chain.”
Studies within our industry show that growers lose an average of 19% of their
crop in propagation. Some growers and crops lose much more according to a
study several years ago at Texas A & M University in association with
Floriculture Research Alliance (A.M.A. is a member).

What is “Shrink”? Texas A & M’s Professor, Charles Hall, describes three types
of Shrink:
1. Internal production losses
2. Unsold product
3. Credits are given on shipped products
All three can be tied to poor germination or cutting starts and plant quality, in
addition to several other causes.
Are you working on your shrink problem? Professor Charles Hall says again:
“Small improvements in outputs, sales, and reduction of losses (shrink) can
have a significant impact on financial outcomes.”

Ellepots by A.M.A. can and have affected grower outcomes in
shrink reduction and improved profitability.
Growers have told us that they’ve had take rate
improvements ranging from nominal to as high
as 35%. Some crops have shown even higher
improvement rates. What is a 10% improvement
in “take” on a crop grown, in say, a 105 count
tray, worth to a grower? The grower can buy and
grow fewer cuttings (less space, less cutting
cost, fewer trays, less nutrition, and irrigation) or
grow more finished products without increasing
space.
Here are some figures to help you calculate
your savings, based on only a 10%
improvement in take rate on 1,000 plug trays:

1,000 105 count plug trays become 900 105 count Ellepot trays
105,000 plant cuttings become 94,500 plant cuttings (not including the
normal overage that you buy)
Watering, fertilizing, and maintaining 142.26 square meters (1,531.25’²) of
bench space reduces to 128.03 square meters (1,378.125’²)
Sorting and grading 105,000 plant cuttings reduces to 94,500 plant
cuttings
Would higher quality, more vigorous plants improve your sales, reduce your
cancelled orders and reduce the credits you have to offer for returns? Would it

also reduce the plant maintenance you have to
offer to the retailer for those having to supply
this service?

Reducing shrink can be accomplished, at least
partially, with no capital investment. It’s as easy
as making a switch to Ellepots by A.M.A.

SOLUTION SHOWCASE

Reduce Shrink. Improve Sustainability.
While you are making your business more profitable through shrink reduction
with Ellepots by A.M.A., you are also improving your environmental footprint.
The principles of sustainability get applied whether you are trying to improve
your green image or not:
1. Use reduced/fewer crop inputs, such as:
Fewer plant cuttings
Fewer propagation trays
Less growing media
Less water and fertilizer
2. Send less waste to the landfill
3. Our paper degrades, unlike some competitor products, and A.M.A. offers
an organic option
4. Ellepots are made with peat and/or coir mixes – no glue, foam, or mineral
wool with binding agents in the mix – and an organic option is available

5. Larger Ellepots replace plastic pots
altogether, so there is no need for pots.
Sell by the tray and plant from the tray

RootSmart™ - The Way to Healthy Trees

“If you’re going to plant a tree, plant one that is going to live out its full lifespan.”
– Rick Bradt, Managing Director, A.M.A. Horticulture Inc.
Consumers, municipalities, developers, landscape contractors, landscape
architects, tree retailers, and tree nurseries all pay a price for trees that die
within 5 or 10 years of planting.
Drive or walk through a 5 – 10-year-old subdivision, mall parking lot, or
anywhere with freshly-planted trees from the last few years.
Count the number of trees that are dead, dying, or already removed. You can
often see where a tree was once planted.
There are two general causes, among some others, that are the reason for
dead trees:

1. Poor soil – very common in municipal and new
development plantings
2. Root defects

We have mixes at A.M.A. that can help
with soil issues when you are ready to
plant, but we will mainly be analyzing
the start of the tree.
RootSmart™
Tree Propagation
Trays suspend
the substrate in
the air with
minimal
touchpoints on
the substrate,
allowing the
highest air
pruning of the
roots possible.
This means beautiful, healthy root architecture that gives trees a much better
chance at survival.
Tree buyers can take a lot of time choosing their tree(s) and the tree(s) can
cost a lot of money. Trees can cost even more when planters are hired. We
plant trees today, hoping for the beauty and other benefits tomorrow, but are left
disappointed when the trees begin to fail and subsequently die in less than ten
years.
For a home gardener, it may be the last tree they bother with, thinking they
were the reason for the failure.
For a municipality, the cost to replace a tree can be hundreds of dollars. We’ve
heard of municipalities that have to replace hundreds of trees that don’t make it.
There is a town not far from here that planted trees on their main street about
four years ago, but not one survived!
Landscape architects prepare beautiful designs and plans, take time to pick the
trees, and then have clients complain when the trees die off in a short time.
This is the same for landscape contractors, who trust the trees they buy are
healthy.

Replacing trees under a warranty claim is expensive.
When the roots are girdled, circling, and not structurally sound, the tree isn’t
likely to last long. The problem starts in propagation and once it begins, it
doesn’t go away.
If you’re a tree propagator, you can get a jump on your competition and grow a
better tree. It might even cost you less to do it.
If you’re a tree buyer, start asking about root structure and what your grower is
doing to improve it. Many tree “finishers” are not tree propagators. If we are
describing you, ask your propagator. Have them contact us to run a trial. We
have a great trial program!
We suggest a visit to www.rootsmart.com for lots of information on the why’s,
how’s, and what’s of healthy trees. Be sure to watch the video. There are
more helpful videos on our YouTube channel, and don’t forget to subscribe!
Watch the videos, review the website, and then think about the opportunities in
your market for RootSmart™. We’ve been prepping the market for two years.
We’re ready. RootSmart™ is ready.
For a two tray sample box
(the trays and Ellepots are
packed separately so that
you assemble them), just
email or call Craig Willett:
cwillett@amahort.com or
800-338-1136.

Additional Information
Our team put together a video to help describe Ellepots by A.M.A. in less than 3
minutes. Watch it here and remember to subscribe to our YouTube channel,
which has more than 100 videos and over 200,000 views since 2013.
If you missed our inaugural issue of Propagator’s Quarterly in November, you
can find it here.

Propagators' Quarterly is published by the team at A.M.A. Horticulture.
Looking for propagation solutions? Visit amahort.com and see our solutions,
including Ellepots by A.M.A., the RootSmart Propagation System, plug trays,
substrates, containers and more. Our team of experts is here to help you find
the best solutions for your unique growing goals. Let's get started today.

Visit amahort.com
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